Abstract. Necessary and sufficient conditions on the structure of a bundle are given, for lifting a semifree compact Lie group acting on the base to Üie total space.
AG -A bundle p : E -» X is universal if and only if for each closed subgroup H of G and homomorphism p: 77 -» A,
(1) E has a fixed point under the 77-action z -» hzp(h)~x, h G H, z G E.
(2) For any fixed point z0 G E under the above action, E is 77 contractible to z0. A universal G -A bundle will be denoted mGA : EGA -> BGA. First note that x £ BGA is fixed under 77 if and only if for any z G tt~x(x), hz = zpz(h), pz: 77-» Z a homomorphism. Further, pza = a~xp2a, a G A. Thus each x E (BGA)H can be assigned a well-defined A -equivalence class (p) of homomorphisms p: H^> A. Now x E (p) if and only if there is a z G tt~x(x) such that hzp(h)~x = z. By the above characterization, the fixed point set F9 of E under this action is contractible. Further, if z E F9, za G F9 if and only if a G A9 = centralizer of p(77) in A. Thus F9 is an ^4p-subbundle and indeed a universal Ap-bundle, since it is contractible. Thus tt(F9) = B(A9) and (BGA)H ^fl(p)B(A9); i.e., one p from each A equivalence class. Write Bw = w(Fp) and £w = t'^B^. Then E^ = E(A9) XA" A, as an /I-bundle.
1. Bundles over a free G-space. If A" is a free G-space and X = X/ G, we have the well-known Lemma 1.1. There is a bijective correspondence between G -A equivalence classes of G -A bundles over X and A equivalence classes of A-bundles over X.
In fact, if P is a G -A bundle over X, P = P/G is the corresponding A -bundle over X. If q: X -> X is the quotient map and Q is an A -bundle over X considered as a G -A bundle with trivial G-action, then the induced bundle q*Q has a natural G -A structure since q is equivariant. These constructions preserve equivalence classes and are inverse to each other. Now suppose we start with a G -A bundle Q over the trivial G-space X but with nontrivial G-action on Q. Then q*Q is again a G -A bundle over X but in general q*Q is not A -equivalent to Q. To see just how q*Q is related to Q, first note that Q is classified by an equivariant map/: X -> BGA, and f(X) c (BGA)G = H, B^, p, : G^> A. Assuming X is connected, f(X) is contained in a single component of (BGA)G, say BM, p: G^>A. Since F0^ = EA" XA" A, Q = Q0 XA, A, <2o an /4p-bundle, with g[z0, a] = [z0, p(g)a]. Considering A" as a principal G-bundle over X and letting y: G X A9 -» A be the homomorphism y(g, a0) = p(g)a0> we can fonn the y-product, A1 ®r Q0, an /I-bundle over Ar. That is, Arx<2oisaGx^P bundle over X X X and A" ®Y öo is töe Puu back via A; A'-» A" X A' of the associated bundle with group A. Then by a simple check of definitions we get Lemma 1.2. q* Q -q*(X <S> y Q0) as G -A bundles (or equivalently, q*QX ®yQ0as A-bundles).
Proof. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use q*(X®yQ0) = q*X®yq*Q0 = { [(x, x'), (x", z0), a]\x = x' = p(z0) and (gx", z0) , a]. Note that since q*X has a natural cross-section there is a natural injection i2: q*Q0-> q*X ®y q*Q0; namely, i2(x, z0) = [(x, x), (x, z0), 1 ].
Hence we can define a unique A -bundle equivalence <p: q*Q0 XA" .4 -» #*Ar ®y <7*g0 extending z'2; i.e.,
It is easy to check that op is well defined and a G -A bundle equivalence.
Addendum. There is a unique G -A bundle equivalence, indeed a unique A -bundle equivalence <p extending the identity map in the subspace q* QQ: q*Qo . Give E\N¡ = r*(P¡ XA*A) the induced G-action.
(2) Give F|A'0 the induced G-action from the trivial G-action on E°.
(3) The identification of E\N with E\X° over 7Vf° is then a G -A equivalence by condition (3) (see 1.2, Addendum) and thus E = E\N u FlA"0 has a G -A structure.
Theorem A may be reformulated in terms of classifying maps. For this purpose it will be convenient to replace X = N [j>No X°by X = N \j<No N° X I u w Xo the space of the same G-homotopy type obtained by thickening N°.
